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Te Whare Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a MauiVUWEXAMINATIONS | 2003MID-YEARCOMP 303Design and Analysis of AlgorithmsTime Allowed: 3 HoursInstrutions: There are 6 questions of various weights.Answer all questions.Available marks total 180, so allow about one minute per mark.Calulators are permitted.Foreign language ditionaries are permitted.Useful resultsAsymptoti notationO(f(n)) = fg(n) j (9)(aa n)[g(n) � :f(n)℄g
(f(n)) = fg(n) j (9)(aa n)[g(n) � :f(n)℄g�(f(n)) = O(f(n)) \ 
(f(n))\aa" means \almost all"Master theoremLet T (n) be de�ned by the reurrene T (n) = aT (n=b) + f(n).1. If f(n) 2 O(nlogb a��) for some onstant � > 0 then T (n) 2 �(nlogb a).2. If f(n) 2 �(nlogb a) then T (n) 2 �(nlogb a log2 n).3. If f(n) 2 
(nlogb a+�) for some onstant � > 0, and if af(n=b) � f(n) forsome onstant  < 1 and all suÆiently large n then T (n) 2 �(f(n)).
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2Question 1. [31 marks℄(a) [3 marks℄ What do we mean when we say that an algorithm runs in time:(i) O(n),Answer:The algorithms running time is bounded above by some linear multiple of a barom-eter measure n(ii) 
(n),Answer:The algorithms running time is bounded below by some linear multiple of a barom-eter measure n(iii) �(n)Answer:The algorithms running time has an exat asymptoti bound t, where dn � t � nfor onstants d, n and n is a barometer measure(b) [5 marks℄ What is the priniple of invariane? Give two examples of why it appliesto omputer programs and say how it justi�es our use of asymptoti notation in theanalysis of algorithms.Answer:The priniple of invariane says that\Two di�erent reasonable implementations of an algorithm will di�er by at most a on-stant multipliative fator."It applies to omputer programs, sine i) CPU speeds may vary, ii) The quality of theompiler may vary.It justi�es our use of asymptoti notation in the analysis of algorithms beause of theonstant fator whih appears in the de�nition of O(n), �(n) and 
(n).() [3 marks℄ What is the asymptoti running time of the following algorithm (ie.�(f(n)), where n is some appropriate measure of the size of the input):Algorithm - Sum of squaresinput - lst A list ontaining the input numbersoutput - sum the sum of the squares of the input list.sum  0while (size(lst)>0) repeatf  �rst(lst) // put the �rst element of lst in fsum  f2+sum // square it and add to sumlst  rest(lst) // remove the �rst element from lstreturn(sum)
COMP 303 ontinued...



3Answer:The asymptoti running time of the above algorithm is �(n), where n is the length ofthe list lst(d) [5 marks℄(i) The expression n2 + n is in whih of these asymptoti sets:O(n); O(n log2 n); 
(n log2 n)Answer:
(n log2 n)(ii) The expression log2 n is in whih of these asymptoti sets:
(n); 
(1); O(n)Answer:
(1); O(n)(iii) Using the de�nitions for O, 
, and � given on the front page of this paper,show that 5n2 + 200 2 �(n2)Answer:proof:1) prove that 5n2 + 200 2 O(n2)Let  = 6, now 8n > 20 200 < n25n2 + 200 < 5n2 + n25n2 + 200 < 6n2 = n2therefore aan 5n2 + 200 < n2 so 5n2 + 200 2 O(n2)2) prove that 5n2 + 200 2 
(n2)Let  = 4, 8n > 15n2 + 100 > 4n2therefore aan 5n2 + 200 < n2 so 5n2 + 200 2 
(n2)therefore 5n2 + 200 2 O(n2) \ 
(n) = �(n2)(e) [15 marks℄ For eah of the following reurrene relations, give the asymptoti om-plexity (� bound) of T (n). Justify your answers, using the Master Theorem (providedon the front page of this paper) or mathematial indution, as appropriate.(i) T (n) = ( 1; if n = 025T (n5 ) + n log2 n; otherwiseAnswer:f(n) = n log2 n 2 O(n2�0:1), sine log5 25 = 2 then the �rst ase of the Mastertheorem holds and the solution is T (n) = �(n2)COMP 303 ontinued...



4(ii) T (n) = ( 1; if n = 05T ( n25) + n2; otherwiseAnswer:f(n) = n2 2 
(nlog255+�) for � = 12 The regularity ondition must also hold, a �f(n=b) = 5 n2625 < n2 for  = 1, therefore the 3rd ase of the master theorem holdsand the solution is T (n) 2 �(n2)(iii) T (n) = ( 1; if n = 02T (n� 1); otherwiseAnswer: T (n) = 2nProof by indutionbasis for indution: T (0) = 20 = 1assume result is true for m < n then T (n� 1) = 2n�1now T (n) = 2T (n� 1)= 2 � T n�1 = 2n
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5Question 2. [20 marks℄A omputer printer has a number of douments to print d1; d2; � � � ; dn. The doumentshave p1; p2; � � �pn pages respetively. The quality of the printing dereases as the inkartridge is used up. This means that the later jobs are printed with a lower quality. Inorder to keep the maximum number of users happy, it is desirable to �nish the maximumnumber of jobs earlier before the quality of the printing degrades. To ahieve this wekeep trak of the number of pages printed (the printer page ount) and assign a fade level,fi to eah doument. This is the printer page ount on the last page of the doument.So the fade level for the �rst doument (f1) is equal to the number of pages in thatdoument, the fade level for the next doument (f2) is the sum of f1 and the number ofpages in the seond doument, et.The goal is to order the douments to minimize the average fade level over all the do-uments. For example, suppose there are two douments, d1 and d2 with p1 = 20 pagesand p2 = 16 pages. If we print d1 �rst, then f1 = 20 and f2 = 36, so the average fadelevel is (20 + 36)=2 = 28. If we print d2 �rst, then f1 = 16 and f2 = 36, so the averagefade level is (16 + 36)=2 = 26.(a) [6 marks℄ Desribe an eÆient greedy algorithm that will solve this problem,returning the printing order whih will minimize the average fade level.Answer:PrintOrderinput: D = d1; � � � ; dn an indexed list of douments.output: A printer streamput all the jobs onto a priority queue (shortest jobs has highest priority).while not(priority queue is empty) repeatds  job on top of priority queueremove ds from priority queueoutput ds on the printer streamAn alternative algorithm ould order the douments �rst using a standard sort, thenjust read the douments o� in that order.(b) [8 marks℄ Prove that your algorithm always minimizes the average fade level. (Hint:Your algorithm is a greedy algorithm, there is a general pattern for proving the orret-ness of greedy algorithms.)Answer:Greedy hoie: hoose the next shortest printer job. In the algorithm given, this isthe next job on the priority queue.Aeptable solution: The �nal solution will minimise the fade level. This willhappen as long as hoies are always feasable.COMP 303 ontinued...



6Feasable partial solution: Feasability riteria : \Partial solutions minimise thefade level so far". This requirement follows from the greedy initial hoie andthe optimal substruture property, sine the smallest remaining at any one time isadded.Greedy initial hoie: The smallest job must ome �rst in order to minimise theaverage, sine the �rst it will give a linear ontribution to every fade level, so abigger initial value would give a bigger ontribution to every fade level. Thus givinga bigger average.Optimal substruture: We may prove optimal substruture by indution, on thedoument order. We shall prove that the optimal substruture follows from thedouments being taken in order of size, shortest �rst:1) The basis for indution follows from the greedy intial hoie.2) assume that the average fade level is minimal one s�1 douments have beenprinted i.e. 1s�1 Ps�1i=1 fi is minimal,we must prove that the average fade level is minimal one s douments havebeen printed i.e. 1s Psi=1 fi is minimal.Now 1s Psi=1 fi = 1n �Ps�1i=1 fi +Ps�1i=1 fi + ps� sine by the greedy hoie ps isthe smallest remaining and the indutive hypothesis then 1s Psi=1 fi is minimal,therefore by indution 1n Pni=1 fi is minimal, i.e. the fade level is minimal.() [6 marks℄ What is the omplexity of the algorithm you give in (a). Speify anyassumptions you make inluding any neessary details about your algorithm.Answer:The omplexity of the algorithm in (a) is �(n logn). The priority queue is stored on aheap, so onstrution is O(n logn) and removal is O(1).
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7Question 3. [28 marks℄(a) [6 marks℄ Using pseudoode, de�ne the basi struture of a typial divide-and-onquer algorithm. Explain the omponents of your algorithm.Answer:A typial divide-and-onquer algorithmDivCon(P)if term?(P) then // terminating ondition on Pterminating asePi split(P) // split problem P into a number of subproblems Pifor eah i doSi DivCon(Pi)Combine(Si) // ombine sub-solutions Si(b) [4 marks℄ If a problem an be split into a number of subproblems, we an base aDivide and Conquer algorithm on these subproblems. Give some properties of the sub-problems where Divide and Conquer (without memoizing) is a bad algorithmi strategy.Answer:When the subproblems are not small (espeially when they are bigger than the problem- non-termination!!)when there are many subproblemswhen the the same subproblem is repeated.() [8 marks℄ Outline the struture of a proof of orretness of a typial divide-and-onquer algorithm. In your answer, you should refer to assumptions A and requirementsR for the subproblems.Answer:Diret:assumption: A(x) satis�es some terminating ondition. e.g. x < n0 for some small n0requirements: R(x) may be proved diretlyfor an indutive proof this is the basis for indutionDivide:Show that the divide step redues the problem size and establishes the orretpreonditions for the subproblemsCombine:We may assume R(~x) and A(x), where ~x < x, and we must establish R(x)(d) [6 marks℄ Give a reurrene relation that desribes the running time of a typialdivide-and-onquer algorithm. Explain how eah part of your reurrene relates to theomponents of your divide-and-onquer algorithm in (a).Answer: T (n) = ( t n < n0aT (nb ) + f(n) otherwiseCOMP 303 ontinued...



8the variable t relates to the running time of the diret phase.nb relates to the size of the problem after it is divided,the multiple of a allows for performing the algorithm on a instanes of the subproblems.f(n) allows for the running time of the ombine step.(e) [4 marks℄ In what situation might the Master Method not apply to the reurreneof (d).Answer:The Master Method might not apply to the reurrene of (d) in two situations,1) if f(n) is smaller than nlogb(a) but not polynomialy so.2) if f(n) is larger than nlogb(a) but not polynomialy so.
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9Question 4. [50 marks℄Consider a manager of a timber ompany. He is managing the destrution of a forestontaining trees of di�erent types. Di�erent types of wood ome in di�erent size logsand sell for di�erent values, for example: Rimu omes in 150 kg. logs and sells at $1500per log, Teak omes in 60 kg. logs and sells at $550 per log. The table below gives a listof the weights and values of four types of wood in the forest.Wood type weight value value/kgRimu 150 kg. $1500 $10Teak 60 kg. $550 $9.17NZ. Pine 100 kg. $500 $5Maro-Carpa 60 kg. $400 $6.67The wood must be transported from the forest to the towns where it is to be sold. Eahtruk may take a total load whih is a maximum of 50,000 kg. The manager aims tomaximise the value of the timber on eah load.He wrongly assume that he an use the following greedy algorithm to ahieve his optimalsale. Greedy: Look at eah log in dereasing order of value per kg., seleting thelog only if it will �t on the truk load.(a) [4 marks℄ De�ne aeptable solution and orret solution for the general prob-lem: that is, assuming that the values n and W and the arrays w and v are inputs,where n is the number of types of wood, W is the maximum load allowed in the truk,w reords the weights of the di�erent types of wood on the truk and v reords the valueof the di�erent types of wood on the truk.Answer:An aeptable solution ours when the sum of the weights held on the truk < W .A orret solution ours when the sum of the values relative to v is the greatest.(b) [4 marks℄ Show that the greedy algorithm does not give the optimal solution byomparing the truk load given by the managers algorithm with a better one (with ahigher value). Assume that the truk an arry the maximum weight limit (50,000 kg.).Answer:Using the greedy algorithm we get a load of 333 logs of Rimu, with weight 333�150kg: =49; 950kg: and value $499,500.An optimal load would be 332 logs of rimu plus 3 logs of teak, weighing 332 � 150kg: +3 � 60kg: = 49980kg: and with value 332*$1500+3*$550=$499650() [8 marks℄ Show that the general problem has the optimal substruture property.Answer:We de�ne the general problem (w; v; n;W ) with the above meanings. If we have anCOMP 303 ontinued...



10optimal solution to the problem Sol = (w; v; n;W ) and w has i elements (i logs). Thende�ne a sub-problem sol0 = (w; v; n� 1;W 0) where W 0 = W �wi. (i.e. take o� one log.)It is lear that sol0 must be an optimal solution to the problem with n� 1 logs and W 0weight limit sine if it wasn't, then this would mean there was another solution, whihadding log wi to would give a more optimal solution than sol - ontradition sine sol isde�ned as optimal.(d) [8 marks℄ Desribe an appropriate dynami programming algorithm for solvingthe general problem.Answer:truk  new array(4) // holds the numbers of eah type of logKv new array(W,4) initialised to 0Kw new array(W,4) initialised to 0for i in 1 to W repeatfor j in 1 to 4 repeatif Kw(i� 1; j) + w(j) < i thenkw(i; j) kw(i� 1; j) + w(j)kv(i; j) kv(i� 1; j) + v(j)truk(j)  truk(j) + 1else if Kv(i; j � 1) > Kv(i� 1; j) thenkw(i; j) Kw(i; j � 1)kv(i; j) Kv(i; j � 1)truk(j) truk(j � 1)return truk(e) [6 marks℄ Briey outline a proof that your algorithm is orret.Answer:Determine the optimal substruture in the problem.Prove that the implementation satis�es the optimal substruture property for everysubproblem in the subproblem sequene.(f) [4 marks℄ State the asymptoti omplexity of your algorithm. Justify your answer.Answer:�(Wn) where n = 4 in this aseAnother approah to the managers problem is to use a baktraking searh.(g) [8 marks℄ Desribe a baktraking searh algorithm for the general problem. Youmay �nd it useful to illustrate your algorithm using the example problem instane above.Answer:It is possible to build a tree, suh that every node orresponds to di�erent on�gurationsof the truks load for the above problem. Eah node will have the numbers of eah log,the total value and the total weight. The tree would look a bit like:COMP 303 ontinued...



11

etc.

weight 210kg
value$2050
1rimu+1teak

weight 300kg
value $3000
2 rimu

value $400 weight 100kg
value $500
1 NZ Pine

weight 60kg

1 Macro Carpa

weight 60kg

start

1 rimu

value $1500

weight 150kg

1 teak
value $550

This is an impliit tree whih arrises from a reursive depth �rst searh. The terminationonditions (determining the leaf nodes of the tree) is that the weight attributes of thenodes � the weight limit of the truk. The baktraking searh algorithm will do a depth�rst searh of the tree, for the maximum value attribute.(h) [8 marks℄ Desribe a related problem that gives an upper bound on the value of asolution to the problem, and explain how solutions to the related problem may be usedto improve the eÆieny of the baktraking searh.Answer:A related problem whih gives an upper bound on the value of a solution to the problemis what is known as the (0; 0)-knapsa problem. In this partiular instane it would allowus to take frations of a logto �ll up our truk load. So in this ase, the truk would onlytake Rimu loads, as it is the most valuable. How this helps with the general problem isthat it gives us an upper bound to the solution, whih allows us to do quite onsiderablepruning of the searh tree, whih means that we don't need to onsider so many nodes.
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12Question 5. [23 marks℄(a) [5 marks℄Desribe, in informal terms, the omplexity lasses P, NP and NP-Complete.Answer:The omplexity lass P denotes the set of problems whih may be solved by a polynomialtime algorithm. That is the set of problems solvable by Turing omputable algorithmswhose ompletion time an be bounded by a polynomial.The omplexity lassNP stands for Non-deterministi Polynomial and denotes the set ofproblems whih may be solved by algorithms omputable on a non-deterministi Turingmahine whose ompletion time may be bounded by a polynomial.The omplexity lass NP-Complete ontains the hardest of all NP problems.(b) [8 marks℄ Draw a Venn diagram showing the following omplexity lasses, you shoulduse an arrow to indiate the inrease in asymptoti omplexity: (Assume that P 6= NP)(i) �(n log(n))(ii) O(n)(iii) P(iv) NP(v) NP-Complete.Answer:
Complexity
In  Asymptotic
Increase
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13() [6 marks℄ It is an aepted fat that the set of algorithms is not large enough toover the set of problems. A way of proving this fat is to produe a problem for whihthere an not be an algorithm.Desribe a problem whih is not omputable. Show why it is not omputable.Hint: Base the problem Turing's famous halting problem.Answer:First de�ne a problem halthaltinput: f, The enoding of an algorithmoutput: true or false depending on whether the algorithm terminatesIf f terminatesreturn trueelsereturn falseNow de�ne a seond problem H 0H 0input: f, The enoding of an algorithmoutput: voidif halt(f) thenloop foreverelseterminate immediatelyNow run H 0 on itself, note that if it does terminate, halt returns true, so it loops forever,otherwise halt returns false, so it terminates immediatley. So either way we loose!(d) [4 marks℄ Suppose that q is an NP-Complete problem and we have found apolynomial time algorithm for solving q. What important result may we infer regardingthe algorithmi ategories mentioned in question (a). Justify your answer.Answer:Sine we have found a polynomial time algorithm for an NPC problem q, q 2 P. Thenone of the hardest NP problems is in P. That means that all NP problems are, soNP � P. Therefore sine P � NP, P = NP.
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14Question 6. [28 marks℄(a) [6 marks℄ Using pseudoode or otherwise, desribe a generi Las Vegas algorithm.Answer:Las Vegasrepeatanswer  solve problem with some probability (small for eÆieny)if answer is orretreturn answerelseiterate(b) We wish to hek whether two large strutures have equal values. We may do thisusing an algorithm, probeq whih is based on random sampling. If the answer given byprobeq is false, it must be orret. If the answer is true, there is a hane of 14 (one out offour) that it is inorret. We would like to redue the possibility that we get an inorretanswer. We disover that we may do this by repeatedly alling probeq using the followingalgorithm, ProbEqPlus:(we may assume that di�erent alls to probeq are independent.)ProbEqPlusInput: Two values x, y and n, a loop boundOutput: true or false depending on whether x = yfor i in 1 to n repeatif not probeq(x,y) thenreturn falsereturn trueWe must supply the loop bound n as a parameter to ProbEqPlus. This will determinethe probability with whih the answer returned by the algorithm is orret.(i) [1 mark℄ Suppose the value returned by ProbEqPlus is false. What is theprobability that this is orret?Answer:1 that is 100%(ii) [3 marks℄ Suppose we all ProbEqPlus with n = 5 and the value returned istrue. What is the probability that this is inorret?Answer:145 = 11024(iii) [4 marks℄ What value of n would ensure that if ProbEqPlus returns true, thenthe probability that this is inorret is less than 2�64? Justify your answer.Answer:n = 33 sine 1433 < 2�64. N.B. 1432 = 2�64, so this is not good enough!COMP 303 ontinued...



15(iv) [4 marks℄ Name another example of a Monte Carlo algorithm that you havestudied. What are the subproblems in this ase?Answer:probably give Miller/Rabin primality testing, with pseudo primality
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16() One day you are on the beah with some friends. You deide to do a bit of mathe-matial investigation. You draw a irle and a square in the sand as shown below. Youthen ollet ten stones and start throwing them (randomly) at the square. Some land inthe irle, some land outside the square and some land inside the square but outside theirle. If a stone lands outside the square it must be thrown at the square again until itlands inside it.You �nd that 8 out of 10 stones land inside the irle.
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(i) [3 marks℄ By onsidering the ratio of how many stones land inside the squarein total and how many land inside the irle, explain how to alulate an approxi-mation to the mathematial onstant �, justifying your answer.Answer:Let T = total area of squareC = area of irle TC = (2r)2�r2 = 4r2�r2 = 4� � TnCnwhereTn is the number of stones landing in the squareCn is the number of stones landing in the irletherefore � � 4CnTn(ii) [2 marks℄ By onsidering your results alulate an approximation to �.Answer: � � 4 � 810 = 3:2
COMP 303 ontinued...



17(iii) [5 marks℄ Using pseudoode, desribe a probabilisti numeri algorithm thatmay be run on a omputer to approximate � using this method.Answer:approxPi:intput: b the number of stones we have.output: our appoximation to �ount 0for i 1 to b repeatx random(0..1)y random(0..1)if (x� 0:5)2 + (y � 0:5)2 < 0:25 { stone lands inside irleount ount+1return 4*ount/bHint:1) the area of a irle = �r2 where r is the radius of the irle.2) Pythagoras theorem says that for a right angled triangle r2 = x2 + y2 where x and yare the sides at right angles to eah other and r is the hypotenuse (the longest side).********************************
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